Elevator Vandals Sought

Investigators are seeking clues as to the identity of the person who is responsible for deliberate tampering with five Main Complex elevator control systems last week. The actions are clearly not harmless mischief; they constitute and are being treated by the Campus Police as criminal activity posing a direct and serious threat to the safety of anyone present in the Complex.

Any persons having information as to this matter are urged to contact the Campus Police at x3-1212 and leave a message for

classified advertising

Beacon Hill: 2 Females seek 1 Female to share spacious live-in apartment August 31st. $158.00/month, includes heat, hot water: available immediately. Cat anytime after 5:30—7:30 628-2811

OVERNIGHT TYING SERVICE
In by 5pm, get by 10pm. Specializing in emergency services, professional technical tying overnight/weekend. Free call: 357-3319

Tennis Pros and Assistant Pros—For seasonal outdoor clubs require good playing ability and teaching background. Call (617) 655-3710 or send complete resume to C.R. Harkins, W.T.C. 8401 Beacon Hill, Boston 02139 by US Mail: 864-86693

STUDIO 20-483

MLB SERIES TYPING STUDY
LMC 10 Mt. Auburn Street, Cambridge, MA 02138. We are the former Peter Office. We specialize in technical tying. High speed, high accuracy. Foreign language tying and translation. Trust your work to us.

People Wanted to sell ads for The Tech Experience helpful but not necessary. 10% commissions plus expenses x3-1541, leave message

Windhup House is sharing its MIT co-op space. 2 years left. Must move immediately. 99-1150

The Tech Classified Ads Work
$3.00 per 25 words for the first five lines. $2.00 each line after. On demand at the time. Just send your ad with payment to The Tech, W.D. 483 or PO Box 29-MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139 or US Mail

notes

* Students who would be willing to help edit quizzes for the 1977 Freshman Handbook should contact the 9-AC office, 7:10-10:30, as soon as possible.

* The Black Rose/Black Cities Lecture Series is presenting Francis Fox Piven, speaking on "The Urban Fiscal Crisis: Curing the Social Wealth" at 4-6:30, Friday night, March 18th, at 8pm. Admission is free.

* The Activities Development Board is presently seeking a mail for capital equipment funding for student and community activities. March 14th. Applications may be secured from Dean Holden's office, Rm. W20-369.

* A slide show presentation of Africa and what you can do to help save the "lost frontier" will be sponsored by the Swiss Club on Tuesday, March 22, at 7:30pm in the auditorium, 32 Joy Street, Boston.

* A conference on radical interpretation of political and economic issues will be held by the Union for Radical Political Economics at the Harvard University Science Center on March 11-13.

Sgt. Joseph Sullivan, if desired, messages can be left anonymously. Anyone seen tampering with elevators should be reported immediately x3-1212.

All-known elevator defects have been corrected by the Physical Plant Department.

Two Cars Stolen, Later Recovered

Two cars, one from Westgate, the other from the West Garage, were recovered by municipal officers in Boston and Cambridge shortly after being stolen from MIT last week. In the former instance, officers from Boston's Division #15 (Charlestown) made the recovery even before the owner knew the car was missing. In the latter case Cambridge officers apprehended a juvenile at the wheel of the vehicle shortly after it was reported stolen.

Camera Larcenies

Camera equipment valued at around $1,000 was reported stolen in two separate incidents last week. Officers are investigating both cases.

Auto Thieves

A parking officer surprised two men shortly after 2am Thursday attempting to steal a car in the Westgate area. The pair fled in another car at a high rate of speed heading eastward on Memorial Drive. Although pursued by MIT and MDC Police Officers, the pair made good their escape into the Charlestown area.
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Plain Talk about Profits

Does our company's financial history, Armco has averaged 6% profits on each dollar of sales. We pay out part of our earnings immediately in dividends to Armco's 100,000 shareholders. So out of each nickel, we have perhaps 6¢ left to invest in new jobs.

Building $50,000 jobs—7¢ at a time—hard to do. At this rate, we must sell another $1,500,000 worth of products and services to clear enough money for a single new job. That's why better profits are important. They make more jobs. Even Government jobs. The Government's money comes from taxes on all of us who work.

Next time some one calls at 'money-grubbing business' ask him what he'd do without it. He's sneering at "money-grubbing business.' ask him what he'd do without it. In the end, he'd be sneering at his own job chances, and yours.